Living Divani @ FIAC 2013
24-27 October 2013
Grand Palais, Paris (F)

Living Divani, in partnership with its client Etat de Siège, has again been invited in its capacity as Relaxing
Partner to decorate the VIP areas of the Rotonde de la Reine in the Grand Palais with its comfortable,
elegant furnishings for the 30th FIAC, the International Contemporary Art Fair held in Paris, 24-27 October
2013.
Living Divani consolidates its presence in the art and culture worlds and places a number of the most
significant pieces from its collection in this prestigious venue (completely renovated in 2011) that is set to
welcome the art world's leading players attending the major autumn event in the French capital.
Refined, comfortable Twin sofas are the main feature in the Rotonde de la Reine's central area and are
accompanied by a few Jelly low tables and the elegant lines of mini Jelly chairs.
NeoWall sofas' pleasantly geometric lines furnish the twin areas of the VIP zone. In the first area, the
visual rigour of white B2 low tables encounters the light, discreet design of Cafè armchairs; in the second,
the playful cheekiness of the Rabbit & the Tortoise Collection set of low tables blends fluidly into the
setting, balanced by the chunky, reassuring shape of Marquise armchairs and more Cafè armchairs.
Four more relaxing zones are formed around four seating designs, including Cafè and mini Jelly plus lightframed Rod armchairs with soft cushions that seem they fold you in their embrace. The sophisticated
metal structure of an Ile low table and three Jelly low tables are placed in the centre of each zone.
The very diverse materials and finishes create a harmonious, emotion-provoking setting for an
exceptional place and event.
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